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‘It was wonderful to experience the work so 
intimately and be able to openly discuss our 

opinions in a friendly environment. I love 
seeing and discussing works in development.  

I found this to be a very humbling experience.’

—AUDIENCE MEMBER 
LITTLE OPERATIONS
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‘ … a mesmerising, futuristic 
masterpiece that ponders humanity 

and the magic of connection.’

— MILKBAR MAG  
(SYSTEM_ERROR)
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We had a busy and fulfilling year in 2021, where we 
were fortunate to have the world premiere of a new 
work, an international presentation of a 2020 work, 
two works recognised with significant industry awards, 
several exciting projects in development and the 
continuation of our suite of artist and artform 
development programs.

WORKS IN PRESENTATION

Our latest work SYSTEM_ERROR premiered at Arts 
House in July. We were extremely fortunate with timing 
given that so many other seasons and works were 
cancelled due to lockdowns.  SYSTEM_ERROR is a 
work I developed in collaboration with dancer, 
choreographer, sound and instrument designer Alisdair 
Macindoe. I enjoyed working with Alisdair enormously 
and we were joined by a fantastic team of other 
collaborating artists, including data visualisation artist 
Melanie Huang, director Lucy Guerin, lighting designer 
Amelia Lever-Davidson and text consultant Emilie 
Collyer. The bespoke instrument designed and made by 
Alisdair was a great example of how Chamber Made 
supports artists to develop bold and innovative ideas, 
and was a key attraction for a tech-interested audience 
for our special Salon associated with the season.

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep had a successful season at 
Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay Singapore. While the 
Australian members of the creative team could not 
travel to be there in person, we were gratified that the 
season went ahead and we continued to develop our 
remote and online collaboration skills as we worked 
closely with the Singapore team, and performer 
Margaret Leng Tan to see the work to fruition. I took 
part in a ‘ panel conversation’ event with Margaret, 
composer Erik Griswold and dramaturg Kok Heng 
Leun, hosted by Esplanade Theatres on the Bay and 
moderated by Dr Charlene Rajendran which 
interrogated some of the ideas and processes that 
underpin the piece.

AWARDS

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep received the honour of 
Winner – Work of the Year Dramatic in the APRA 
AMCOS Art Music Awards 2021. It was wonderful to 
have this unique work recognised in this way and we 
extend our hearty congratulations to the whole creative 
team and in particular Margaret, Erik, Nick and Heng 
who worked so hard to render the many different 
elements of the piece into a cohesive whole.

We were also delighted that Hi-Viz Practice Exchange 
2020, which was a free, online event, received a Green 
Room Award 2021 nomination in a special new 
category: ARTIST-LED ACTIONS (actions that 
showed leadership, foregrounded care, voice, 
community and making urgent change).

Equally thrilling was that our 2018 work Dybbuks, 
conceived and directed by Samara Hersch with music 
composed by Max Lyandvert, was awarded the 
extremely prestigious Music Theatre NOW award. 
These are given out every two years and music theatre 
works made anywhere in the world between July 2018 
and 2020 were eligible. With only six winners awarded, 
it is a huge honour for Chamber Made and for Samara, 
Max, and the whole team. The team has been invited to 
pitch the work to a cohort of international delegates at 
the Music Theatre NOW Meeting as part of the  
O Festival Rotterdam in May 2022.

NEW PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT

In 2021 we had two major new projects in 
development and were able to meet in person with 
collaborating teams, as well as keep in touch online,  
to progress each one.

My Self in That Moment is a project I am directing, with 
an exciting team of collaborators including sound artist 
Peter Knight, creative coder and programmer Steve 
Berrick, performers Jessica Aszodi, Alice Hui-Sheng 
Chang and Tina Stefanou, dramaturg Martyn Coutts 
and visual artist Sarah Walker. My Self in That Moment 

Artistic Director’s 
Report
Tamara Saulwick 
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is a new hybrid electroacoustic and live voice work for 
an ensemble of 48 tablets and live performance. 
Continuing the company’s record of engaging with new 
forms and technologies in live music works, My Self in 
That Moment explores the fragmented and distributed 
self in the digital age. The piece has been developed in 
partnership with The Substation and Experimenta, 
with support from the Australia Council and The 
Besen Foundation, and will have its world premiere  
in July 2022.

The second major work we have been developing is  
A Slow Emergency. This is an enormously ambitious and 
large-scale work that positions teenagers at the centre of 
a conversation about climate. In my role as dramaturg  it 
is wonderful to be working closely with collaborators 
Adena Jacobs as director, composer Cat Hope, designers 
Jen Hector and Eugyeene Teh, music director Aaron 
Wyatt (who we also welcomed in 2021 as new Board 
member) and our team of teen artistic associates Jean 
Hinchcliffe, Theo Boltman, Ella Simons and Jay Patel 
and the fantastic young  musicians and performers who 
have joined us for our creative developments. The work 
is supported by Rising Festival and we are very grateful 
for the opportunity to imagine and build a work of this 
size and nature. 

ARTIST AND ARTFORM DEVELOPMENT

Our suite of artist and artform development programs 
continue to flourish and evolve. In 2021 we brought in 
three guest curators for Hi-Viz Practice Exchange.  
It was great to work with Aviva Endean, Amos Gebhardt 
and Stéphanie Kabanyana Kanyandekwe as they curated 
Sound as Knowledge Exchange and gathered an 
extraordinary  group of presenting artists. We had hoped 
for the event to be in person at The Substation but 
made the decision to take it online in light of the 
extended lockdowns in Melbourne. We were gratified 
that the event still attracted an enthusiastic registration 
and delivered a day of rich and engaging presentations 
and conversations about practice. Our gratitude as ever 
to support from the Helen Macpherson Smith Trust 
and The Substation over the last three years. We are in 
the process of planning an evolving iteration of Hi-Viz 
Practice Exchange – Satellites – that will see the program 
extend to regional Victoria and internationally to Asia 
in coming years. 

Also evolving is our Little Operations program.  
We started 2021 with percussionist Louise Devenish, 
composer Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh and spatial designer 
Chris Cottrell working together on Substrate Structure. 
Louise and Chris were on site at Collingwood Yards 
with Annie joining remotely from the USA. It was a 
lovely way to start the year, with a presentation to a keen 
audience as the artists showed some of the fascinating 
early research and experiments into sonic possibilities 
and musical language. Later in the year we made the 

decision to refocus this program on supporting 
emerging artists across a longer timeframe. The first 
artist to join us in this new model is emerging composer 
and sound artist Rebecca Bracewell who began her 
Little Operations journey in December and will have 
multiple touchpoints with the company across an 
eighteen-month period. 

Orange House by the Sea Residency continues to be an 
initiative that attracts a high number of applicants, and 
it is wonderful to be able to support an artist each year 
to explore their practice with time, space and a stipend. 
We were pleased to offer the residency in 2021 to Biddy 
Connor who has an ongoing connection with Chamber 
Made as a past Little Operations artist.

THANK YOU

My heartfelt thanks to all the artists and arts workers 
whose ideas, energy and ingenuity never fail to inspire. 
To our Board of Management for their steady guidance 
and commitment to the work we do. To our Artistic 
Advisory group who help us to keep an eye on the big 
picture. To our funding, development and presenting 
partners who enable us to take risks and tread new 
ground. To our cherished donors whose generosity 
motivates and sustains us. And of course, to the 
audiences who join us on this adventure and without 
whom none of it makes sense. 

Deep gratitude to our small but mighty team of staff.  
To Executive Producer Kylie McRae and 
Communications Manager Emilie Collyer who go 
above and beyond time and time again. A thank you and 
fond farewell to Operations and Finance Coordinator 
Dan Sheehan. And thanks and welcome to Operations 
Coordinator Helena Jones and Finance Officer 
Caroline Brosnan who joined us mid-year and have 
proved wonderful additions to our team. 

Thanks to our Guest Curators Aviva Endean, Amos 
Gebhardt and Stéphanie Kabanyana Kanyandekwe who 
created such an exciting program for Hi-Viz Practice 
Exchange 2021. And to Associate Producer Lana 
Nguyen and Digital Producer Leela Schauble who 
helped bring this event to life. 
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Chair Report
Jo Porter
2021 saw Chamber Made continue to consolidate its 
creative, operational and strategic strengths, building 
on previous achievements and adapting to conditions 
created by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 
The company earned a modest surplus of $9,595 for the 
year and in addition to achieving planned creative 
outcomes, laid the foundations for exciting new works 
for 2022 and beyond. We were thrilled to receive 
prestigious recognition for our 2018 production of 
Dybbuks by Music Theatre NOW, the premier, 
international competition for first productions of new 
music theatre works; and an APRA AMCOS Art Music 
Award (Work of the Year Dramatic) for Dragon Ladies 
Don’t Weep.

The organisational culture of Chamber Made is as 
robust as its contributions to our wider community’s 
arts culture, and this attribute together with the 
company’s financial stability is due to the leadership  
of Tamara Saulwick with Kylie McRae. Adding the 
multi-layered contributions of Helena Jones and Emilie 
Collyer, the Chamber Made staff team’s complementary 
skills ensure the daily practice of the company’s values: 
collaboration, complexity, curiosity and equity.

At Board level too, we have pursued the company’s 
values while maintaining momentum through a period 
of change. Having dedicated ten years to Chairing the 
Chamber Made Board, Michael Bink stepped down in 
2021. Consistent with his approach previously, Michael 
remained on the Board until the end of the year to 
ensure a smooth transition to a new Chair. Michael’s 
achievements on the Board are many, and include 
steering the company through leadership changes, 
upheavals in the arts sector’s funding landscape and a 
refinement of the company’s identity and its approach 
to artmaking.  Chamber Made also farewelled 
longstanding Board members Greer Evans and Kylie 
Trounson, who respectively served as Treasurer and 
Secretary of the Board. Both Greer and Kylie wore 
several Chamber Made hats over the years, and their 
contributions have bolstered the company’s capacity  
to deliver on its ambitions. 

The company welcomed new Board members Jennifer 
Vi (Accountant), Jennika Anthony Shaw (Barrister) 
and Aaron Wyatt (Conductor and composer) during 
the year. All three are high-achievers in their 
professional lives and quickly became engaged in 
Chamber Made’s creative vision and the ways in which 
that vision is pursued. Jen, Jennika and Aaron join Lydia 
Dobbin, Rod Macneil and Michael Roper, and I take 

this opportunity to recognise their collective wit and 
wisdom – demonstrating that diverse groups come to 
the best decisions always. 

The company’s creative achievements are documented 
throughout this annual report, but it is noteworthy that 
Chamber Made was fortunate enough to be able to 
present the planned performances of SYSTEM_
ERROR, at Arts House in early July 2021. Recognition 
of this work by our peers represents a continued 
trajectory of Chamber Made’s artistic achievements, 
but equally enabled the company’s Board, staff, 
supporters and producing partners to gather in person, 
ahead of Melbourne’s lengthiest lockdown. This 
production, a creative interrogation of humanity, 
offered a brief opportunity for the company’s own 
community to connect and provided insight for the 
Board as we supported the company’s successful 
application for four-year funding by Creative Victoria.  

Partnerships are especially key to a small company’s 
success and Chamber Made’s producing and presenting 
relationships with Rising Festival, Experimenta, City of 
Melbourne’s Arts House, Arts Centre Melbourne/Asia 
TOPA and The Substation in Australia, and 
CultureLink and Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay in 
Singapore, providing performance and research/inquiry 
platforms for our creative initiatives. The company’s 
individual donors and other supporters provide equally 
important financial support and personal endorsement 
of Chamber Made’s endeavours. I also take this 
opportunity to acknowledge an anonymous donation 
that was committed in 2021 specifically to support 
Chamber Made and its community of artists during the 
challenging times created by the pandemic. We also 
express our thanks for ongoing support from Creative 
Victoria for our core funding, and for tremendous 
support throughout COVID-19 challenges; to the 
Australia Council for the Arts, the Playking and Besen 
Family Foundations, the Helen Macpherson Smith 
Trust and, internationally, Singapore’s National Arts 
Council. The faith expressed in our artmaking by all 
supporters large and small is very heartening.

I invite readers to enjoy the following pages. It 
represents a great deal of thought and effort by too 
many people to name in a short report. But collectively 
they mean that Chamber Made continues to inquire, 
investigate, include and amaze us. 
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Vision and Values

Vision
Reimagining artistic horizons to transform 

and enrich art, artists and audiences.

Purpose
To interrogate the intersections of music, sound  

and performance with risk-taking artists and adventurous  
audiences to discover new forms of expression that reflect  

and articulate the themes of our times.

Values

Collaboration
 We nurture a culture of inquiry, dialogue and exchange, prioritising  

artists’ agency and the empowerment of independent voices.

Complexity 

We create spaces to engage with the exploratory,  
the unfamiliar and the unknown.

Curiosity
 We seek the most prescient questions and then ask  

them again with the courage to take risks.

Equity
 We champion fairness and activate opportunities that  

reflect, respect and celebrate difference.
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STAFF
Tamara Saulwick 
Artistic Director & CEO
Kylie McRae 
Executive Producer 
Emilie Collyer 
Communications Manager
Dan Sheehan  
Operations and Finance 
Coordinator (to June 2021)
Helena Jones 
Operations Coordinator  
(from June 2021)
Lana Nguyen 
Associate Producer 
Leela Schauble 
Digital Producer
Caroline Brosnan 
Finance Officer (from July 2021)

BOARD OF 
MANAGEMENT
Michael Bink 
Chair (to June 2021)
Jo Porter, Chair  
(from June 2021)
Jennifer Vi  
Treasurer
Kylie Trounson, 
Secretary (to April 2021)
Jennika Anthony-Shaw 
Secretary (from April 2021)
Lydia Dobbin

Rod Macneil

Michael Roper

Aaron Wyatt  
(from October 2021)

ARTISTIC  
ADVISORY GROUP
Madeleine Flynn

Genevieve Lacy 

Freya Waterson

INTERNS
Helena Jones 
HQ Mentorship, arts 
management
Kaitlyn Crocker 
In the Room Internship, 
production and sound design
Giovanna Yate Gonzalez 
In the Room Internship,  
lighting design

ARTIST GUESTS & 
COLLABORATORS
Ayebatonye Abrakasa 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Jessica Aszodi 
Performer & collaborator
John Bailey 
Writer
Fjorn Bastos 
Hi-Viz writer-in-residence
Steve Berrick 
Creative coder & programmer
Theo Boltman  
Associate artist
Rebecca Bracewell 
Composer & sound artist
Pier Carthew 
Photographer
Alice Hui-Sheng Chang 
Performer & collaborator
Deborah Cheetham 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Emilie Collyer 
Facilitator & writer
Biddy Connor 
Orange House by the Sea resident
Megan Cope 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Chris Cottrell 
Spatial designer
Martyn Coutts 
Dramaturg
Kaitlyn Crocker 
Production intern
Louise Devenish 
Percussionist

Richard Dinnen 
Production manager
Aviva Endean 
Hi-Viz guest curator
Rebecca Etchell 
Production manager 

Robin Fox 
Creator & composer
Amos Gebhardt 
Hi-Viz guest curator
Matt Gingold 
Production manager
Nat Grant 
Multiform artist & assessor
Erik Griswold 
Musician & composer
Lucy Guerin 
Director 
Steve Hadley 
Technical assistant
Rosalind Hall 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Jenny Hector 
Lighting designer
Jean Hinchcliffe 
Associate artist
Cat Hope 
Composer
Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh 
Composer
Melanie Huang 
Data visualisation artist
Adena Jacobs 
Director
Aarti Jadu 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Pia Johnson 
Photographer
Stéphanie Kabanyana 
Kanyandekwe 
Hi-Viz guest curator
AM Kanngieser 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Angus Kemp 
Videographer
Peter Knight 
Composer

Kok Heng Leun 
Dramaturg
Amelia Lever-Davidson 
Lighting designer
Andy Lim | ART FACTORY 
Lighting designer
Alisdair Macindoe 
Co-creator, composer & 
performer
Roslyn Oades 
Sound artist
Cobie Orger 
Videographer
Jay Patel 
Associate artist
Anna Pontell 
Costume fabricator
Gail Priest 
Hi-Viz writer-in-residence
Lucreccia Quintanilla 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Nick Roux 
Technical designer & media artist
Tamara Saulwick 
Director, dramaturg & performer
Ella Simons 
Associate artist
Tina Stefanou 
Performer & collaborator
Margaret Leng Tan 
Musician
Eugyeene Teh 
Designer
Sarah Walker 
Photographer & writer
Jennifer Walshe 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Mindy Meng Wang 
Hi-Viz guest presenting artist
Aaron Wyatt 
Music director
Giovanna Yate Gonzalez 
Production intern
Yap Seok Hui | ARTFACTORY 
Production
Yuan Zhiying 
Costume designer

Chamber Made 2021
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 ‘The panel adored this standout choice for  
its wonderful concept, engaging composition  

and ever-present humour.’

—APRA AMCOS Art Music Awards Panel  
(Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep)
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The Year at a Glance

JUNE 
SYSTEM_ERROR development

AUGUST 
Kylie and Tamara attend APAM

OCTOBER
A Slow Emergency development
Hi-Viz Practice Exchange, one-day online event
Asia TOPA Virtual LAB

DECEMBER
Little Operations with Rebecca Bracewell
Dybbuks wins Music Theatre NOW Award

APRIL
Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep presentation, 
Esplanade Theatres on the Bay, Singapore
A Slow Emergency development
Diaspora installation development

MARCH
SYSTEM_ERROR development
Little Operations with Louise Devenish, 
Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh and Chris Cottrell
Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep presentation, 
Esplanade Theatres on the Bay, Singapore

MAY 
A Slow Emergency think tank and development 
with teenage associate artists 
Consultation with Narweet Caroline Briggs

JULY
SYSTEM_ERROR world premiere,  
Arts House, Melbourne
Orange House by the Sea Artist Residency 
assessments

NOVEMBER
My Self in That Moment development
Orange House by the Sea Artist Residency 
Biddy Connor
Asia TOPA Virtual LAB

SEPTEMBER
Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep wins APRA 
AMCOS Art Music Award for Work  
of the Year - Dramatic
A Slow Emergency development
Asia TOPA Virtual LAB
Tamara mentors with Performing Lines

FEBRUARY
Hi-Viz Practice Exchange planning



Works 2021
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World Premiere 
7–11 July 2021 
Arts House

SYSTEM_ERROR  was presented by Arts 
House. The project was supported by an Arts 
House Listening Room residency, CultureLAB, 
the Besen Family Foundation and the Australian 
Government through the Australia Council,  
its arts funding and advisory body.

Whether biological or technological, no system 
is immune to failure. SYSTEM_ERROR 
contemplates the shared disquiet we feel 
towards the frailties and imperfections that 
make us human, while questioning the 
increasingly dependent and integrated 
relationship between human bodies, brains  
and technology.

At the work’s core is a vast, bespoke instrument 
designed by Alisdair Macindoe that sees 
electrically conductive tape function as a live 
circuit activated through touch. Part 
installation, part musical device, part kinetic 
art, this intricate creation allows for a 
performance in which machine and living body 
form a symbiotic relationship.

SYSTEM_ERROR is created and performed 
by Macindoe and Chamber Made’s Artistic 
Director Tamara Saulwick, and here the pair 
explore the frisson generated when 
experimental sound art meets physical 
expression. Contemplative, thought-provoking 
and possessed of an unexpected mechanical 
lyricism, SYSTEM_ERROR creates a small 
world that contains universes.

‘Here is a work that evokes a powerful emotional effect by 
highly original means.’

—STAGE WHISPERS

‘A multi-modal work of art, weaving together art forms of 
dance, sound, music, lighting and projections to contemplate 
the human form, its frailties and imperfections, and its quest 
for immortality.’

—MILK BAR MAG

Artistic Credits
Tamara Saulwick
Creator & performer

Alisdair Macindoe 
Creator, performer, sound & 
instrument designer

Lucy Guerin 
Director

Melanie Huang 
Data visualisation artist

Nick Roux 
Audio engineer

Amelia Lever-Davidson 
Lighting designer

Emilie Collyer 
Text consultant

Rebecca Etchell 
Production manager

Kaitlyn Crocker  
In the Room intern, production 
& sound design

SYSTEM_ERROR
A performance work for bodies and electronics
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‘The work's message was "75 years and still counting", 
promising that audiences have not seen the last of this unique 
and compelling artist.’

—STRAITS TIMES

Presentation season 
1–4 April 2021 
Esplanade Theatres on the Bay - Singapore

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep was a Chamber Made 
and CultureLink Singapore co-production and 
was co-commissioned by Esplanade – Theatres 
on the Bay and Asia TOPA. This activity 
received grant funding from the Australian 
Cultural Diplomacy Grants Program of the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and 
was supported by Creative Victoria, Australia 
Council for the Arts, National Arts Council 
(Singapore), The Substation, Playking 
Foundation, Sidney Myer Fund and the Robert 
Salzer Foundation. Asia TOPA is a joint 
initiative of the Sidney Myer Fund and Arts 
Centre Melbourne and is supported by the 
Australian and Victorian Governments.

A work that sweeps across the senses, Dragon 
Ladies Don’t Weep is a sonic portrait of new 
music icon Margaret Leng Tan – an evocative 
exploration of memory, time, control and loss.

New York-based Singaporean pianist Tan forged 
a path as a major force within the American 
avant-garde, serving as muse for such giants as 
John Cage and George Crumb, and transforming 
the toy piano into a serious instrument. Her 
stellar career is a touchstone for the past 40 
years of experimental musical innovation.

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep combines spoken and 
recorded text, projected images and original music 
for prepared piano, toy piano, toys and percussion 
by Tan’s long-term collaborator Erik Griswold.

Created by a team of Singaporean and 
Australian artists, this cross-cultural 
collaboration is an evocative collage of the forces 
that have shaped Tan’s life and how music has 
been both her passion and her refuge.

Highlights

The Singapore season also included The Studios 
Artist Chats: In Conversation with the Dragon Lady, 
with Margaret Leng Tan, Erik Griswold, Tamara 
Saulwick and Kok Heng Leun in a panel 
discussion moderated by Dr Charlene Rajendran.

Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep won the 2021 APRA 
AMCOS Work of the Year – Dramatic.

Artistic Credits
Margaret Leng Tan 
Musician & performer

Tamara Saulwick 
Director

Erik Griswold 
Composer

Kok Heng Leun | Drama Box 
Dramaturg

Nick Roux 
Video artist

Andy Lim | ARTFACTORY 
Lighting designer

Yuan Zhiying 
Costume designer

Seok Hui Yap 
Production manager

Dragon Ladies  
Don’t Weep 

Music, text, performance and image



‘It really gave us the opportunity to test an idea 
that we weren't 100% sure how to dive into,  

and to collect some ideas, materials and processes  
to set us up to embark on a bigger creative 

development. Dedicated testing time for ideas 
that are still forming is still quite rare.’

—LOUISE DEVENISH 
LITTLE OPERATIONS
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My Self in  
That Moment 

A live performance work for solo and distributed voice and body

Creative Development 
March, 
June 
November

My Self in That Moment is based on a 
partnership between Experimenta, The 
Substation and Chamber Made. The project has 
been assisted by the Besen Family Foundation, 
the Playking Foundation and the Australian 
Government through the Australia Council,  
its arts funding and advisory body.

Artistic Credits
Tamara Saulwick
Concept & direction

Peter Knight
Composition

Jessica Aszodi, Alice Hui-Sheng Chang, Tina Stefanou
Performer collaborators

Steve Berrick
Creative coding & programming

Martyn Coutts
Dramaturgy

Sarah Walker
Visual art & photography

Steve Hadley
Technical assistance

Matthew Gingold
Production manager

Giovanna Yate Gonzalez
In the Room intern lighting design

My Self in That Moment is a new hybrid 
electroacoustic and live voice work created for 
an ensemble of 48 tablets and live performance. 
Continuing the company’s record of engaging 
with new forms and technologies in live 
performance, the work explores the fragmented 
and distributed self in the digital age.

Led by Chamber Made Artistic Director 
Tamara Saulwick working in collaboration with 
three vocalist/performers Jessica Aszodi, Alice 
Hui-Sheng Chang and Tina Stefanou, My Self 
in That Moment will also feature the work of 
fine art photographer Sarah Walker and sound 
artist Peter Knight.
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Creative Development 
April 
May 
September 
October

A Slow Emergency has received seed funding 
from Rising Festival.

Time is running out.  The crisis is so large that 
we can’t see it. But it’s happening. The 
teenagers have asked us to gather, to be still, 
to listen, and to protest. But this is not a 
protest as we know it. It is a dream, a ritual 
purging, and an act of resistance.

A Slow Emergency is a new work — part 
concert, part performance, part fantasia — 
which positions teenagers at the centre of a 
conversation about climate. 

Made in conversation with a core team of 
teenage artist/activists and performed by an 
ensemble of musicians and singers aged 14-20, 
A Slow Emergency is a ritual summoning, an 
SOS, an act of resistance, a carnival, a warning 
to the universe as imagined by teenagers on 
the precipice of change.

An accomplished team of core artists led by 
theatre director Adena Jacobs and composer 
Cat Hope, come into collaboration with a 
large ensemble of teenage vocalists, 
instrumentalists and performers to create an 
epic, disquieting, and hallucinatory work 
which takes place outside, inside and on the 
other side of Parliament House.

Artistic Credits
Adena Jacobs 
Direction

Cat Hope 
Composition

Tamara Saulwick 
Dramaturgy

Jen Hector 
Lighting design

Eugyeene Teh 
Design

Aaron Wyatt 
Music direction

Richard Dinnen 
Production management

Jean Hinchcliffe, Theo Boltman, Ella Simons, Jay Patel 
Artistic associates

 

A Slow Emergency
A work in three parts: Outside. Inside. The Other side.
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Artform and Sector 
Development 2021
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Hi-Viz Practice 
Exchange

Friday 15 October  
Online

Hi-Viz is supported by the 
Helen Macpherson Smith 
Trust, the Australia Council 
for the Arts’ Resilience Fund 
and The Substation. 

Artistic Credits
Aviva Endean, Amos 
Gebhardt and Stéphanie 
Kabanyana Kanyandekwe  
Guest curators

Ayebatonye Abrakasa, 
Deborah Cheetham, Megan 
Cope, Rosalind Hall, Aarti 
Jadu, AM Kanngieser, 
Lucreccia Quintanilla, Jennifer 
Walshe and Mindy Meng Wang 
Presenting artists

Fjorn Bastos and Gail Priest 
Writers-in-residence

Lana Nguyen 
Associate producer

Leela Schauble 
Digital producer

‘Amazing. As a non-musical theatre-maker I found the content 
incredibly provocative. It has really inspired me to continue my  
sonic/musical interrogation into performance.’

—PARTICIPANT

‘A highlight was the diversity  
of the presenters and effort put 
into accessibility of the day.’

—PARTICIPANT

Hi-Viz Practice Exchange is Chamber Made’s initiative aimed at 
deepening dialogue around cross-artform practice, placing a 
particular emphasis on minoritised genders, including people living 
beyond the binary and cis women, whose work resides at the 
intersection of performance, sound, and music. It functions as a day 
to foster dialogue, build networks, and nurture new understandings 
between performance makers, theatre directors, composers, and 
sound artists.

We were thrilled in 2021 to have a team of guest curators,  
Aviva Endean, Amos Gebhardt and Stéphanie Kabanyana 
Kanyandekwe who selected presenting artists and crafted the 
curatorial themes and shape of Hi-Viz Practice Exchange 2021: 
Sound as Knowledge Exchange.

The guest curators gathered a remarkable group of nine artists who 
each presented and spoke about elements of their practice within 
three broad thematic sessions: Storytelling and Sensory Archive, 
Amplification and Entanglement, Collectivity and Attunement.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions Hi-Viz Practice Exchange 2021 was 
a one-day, free event held entirely online. We were again pleased to 
have a large number of audience participants register, with more 
than 150 attending on the day.
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Orange House 
by the Sea Artist 
Residency

Saturday 6 November –  
Friday 26 November 
In 2021 the residency 
took place in Point Leo

This residency is 
supported by Chamber 
Made donors  and the 
family of Margaret 
Cameron.

2021 Recipient
Biddy Connor

‘I came away with the 
beginning of an outcome and 
that has kept me thinking and 
working on the project past the 
residency, which is exciting.’

—BIDDY CONNOR

The Orange House by the Sea Artist Residency program is for 
mid-career women, gender diverse and trans artists who are 
working at the intersections of performance, sound and music. 

The three-week residency includes a $3,000 artist fee, as well as 
access to a Melbourne-based mentor and child care contributions 
if required.

In 2021 we welcomed our fourth Orange House by the Sea 
resident, Biddy Connor, who used her residency to explore the 
sound environment of hospital treatment; in particular, questions 
of bodily comfort and discomfort in relation to how privacy is 
negotiated during periods of medical intervention.
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Little Operations is an open space with a focus on artistic exploration 
where we support and come into conversation with independent artists 
working across performance, sound and music.

Little Operations provides a testing ground for new concepts, ideas 
and collaborations. Each Little Operations project is supported 
through a small amount of seed funding and culminates with a public 
showing of some kind to present artistic findings.

From late 2021 the program is evolving to support one to two emerging 
artists at a time over a longer period, with multiple touchpoints with 
the company. Sound artist and composer Rebecca Bracewell 
commenced her explorations late 2021 and we will provide more detail 
about her project in 2022.

Tuesday 23 March 
Collingwood Yards

Chamber Made’s Little 
Operations program is funded 
by a combination of private 
donations and core funding.

Artistic Credits
Louise Devenish,  
Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh and 
Chris Cottrell 

Little Operations with Louise 
Devenish, Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh and 
Chris Cottrell:  Substrate Structure

Percussionist Louise Devenish, composer Annie Hui-Hsin Hsieh and 
spatial designer Chris Cottrell came together in Substrate Structure:  
a collaborative investigation in musical and material texture towards  
a new work for percussion and electronics. Stemming from the artists’ 
explorations in the award-winning project Sheets of Sound (2019), 
Substrate Structure expanded the initial investigation in the sonic 
properties of sheet materials such as paper, aluminium, and acetate 
sheets. The development time was used to explore the sonic and 
performative capabilities of the materials and structure, and to begin 
devising a musical language for the work.

‘The trust put in us by 
Chamber Made was 
really great - being 
given this opportunity 
even though we hadn't 
worked together 
before was special and 
important to us. 
Dedicated testing 
time for ideas that are 
still forming is still 
quite rare. Having 
this opportunity has 
given us a much 
stronger foundation 
than we otherwise 
would have had.’

—LOUISE DEVENISH

‘I liked that this Little 
Operations took us into 
the really early 
development of a 
project. It's been great 
to see other Little 
Operations that were 
more fully-formed 
showings, but there's 
something really 
fascinating about being 
allowed to see inside the 
early creative process.’

—AUDIENCE MEMBER

Little Operations
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‘Riveting prose, thoughtful production and  
a thoroughly provocative performance.’

—Music Theatre NOW Jury Statement  
(Dybbuks – winner Music Theatre NOW award 2021)
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30 June 
Arts House

This Salon event was hosted by Arts House

Artistic Credits
Emilie Collyer 
Panel convenor 

Tamara Saulwick, Alisdair Macindoe and 
Melanie Huang 
Panellists

Chamber Made’s Salon series continued in 2020. Salons are key 
to our relationship building as an opportunity for audiences to 
delve deeper into the content and context of our works. They 
are also a way in which we connect with new presenting partners 
and audiences, bringing our work to a wider range of people.

Salon: SYSTEM_ERROR
This Salon was held in conjunction with the  
SYSTEM_ERROR season at Arts House. It was a panel 
conversation about the unique collaborative process that the 
artists working across and between different technologies 
undertook to make the work. The evening also included a sneak 
peek at the bespoke instrument designed by Alisdair Macindoe 
built with electrically conductive tape which functioned as a live 
circuit activated through touch.

Salons

‘The Salon was very engaging.  
It deepened my experience of  
and appreciation for the work - 
unpacking the depth of thinking 
and the intelligence behind it.  
It was also wonderful to experience 
the enthusiasm of its creators.’

—AUDIENCE MEMBER
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Relationships  
2021
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Chamber Made is built on relationships with 
artists and arts workers. In 2021 we experienced 
the sounds, shape, space, light and colour of 
Substrate Structure with Louise Devenish, Annie 
Hui-Hsin Hsieh and Chris Cottrell; we re-visited 
the delicacy and majesty of Dragon Ladies Don’t 
Weep as Margaret Leng Tan performed this 
unique work made by Margaret, Erik Griswold, 
Tamara Saulwick, Kok Heng Leun, Nick Roux, 
Andy Lim and Yuan Zhiying; we tested how a 
live performance work Diaspora can transfer to a 
digital installation experience with Robin Fox 
and Nick Roux; we grappled with the 
complexities of climate change via conversation, 
music and sound as A Slow Emergency continued 
its development with Adena Jacobs, Tamara, Cat 
Hope, Jenny Hector, Aaron Wyatt, Eugyeene 
Teh, Jean Hinchcliffe, Theo Boltman, Ella 
Simon and Jay Patel; we explored the boundaries 
of systems, bodies and sound in SYSTEM_
ERROR with Tamara, Alisdair Macindoe, 
Melanie Huang, Lucy Guerin, Emilie Collyer, 
Amelia Lever-Davidson and Nick Roux; we 
experimented with how the self is perceived and 
presented in the world as My Self in That 
Moment continued to evolve with Tamara, Peter 
Knight, Steve Berrick, Sarah Walker, Jessica 
Aszodi, Tina Stefanou, Alice Hui-Sheng Chang 
and Martyn Couttsy; we listened and spoke to 
the possibilities of Sound as Knowledge Exchange 

with a large group of extraordinary artists who 
gathered for Hi-Viz Practice Exchange: Aviva 
Endean, Amos Gebhardt and Stéphanie 
Kabanyana Kanyandekwe, Ayebatonye Abrakasa, 
Deborah Cheetham, Megan Cope, Rosalind 
Hall, Aarti Jadu , AM Kanngieser , Lucreccia 
Quintanilla , Jennifer Walshe, Mindy Meng 
Wang, Fjorn Bastos and Gail Priest; we made 
space for an exploration of the sounds and spaces 
of medical treatment as Biddy Connor took up 
the Orange House by the Sea Artist Residency; 
we witnessed the beginnings of a new project 
with Rebecca Bracewell bringing her interest in 
the politics of listening, deafness, and sound 
reproduction technology into conversation with 
the company; we celebrated acknowledgement  
of a past work Dybbuks whose key creative team 
includes Samara Hersch, Max Lyandvert,  
Paul Jackson, Tamara, Shio Otani and a 
wonderful team of performers, musicians  
and community choir.

It is a privilege to work with such dedicated, 
passionate, eclectic artists who all bring a deep 
commitment to practice and an appetite for 
artistic adventure to the way they collaborate 
and make work.

In 2021 the company engaged 61 artists and arts 
workers in a professional capacity.

Artists and  
arts workers
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Chamber Made audiences are the bedrock for our work; 
bringing art to adventurous audiences and being in 
conversation with the people who love engaging with what we 
do is always illuminating and gratifying. In 2021 we met with 
audiences in among concrete pylons at Collingwood Yards; in 
beautiful theatre spaces at Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay 
(Singapore); in the spaciousness of the Town Hall at Arts 
House North Melbourne; and in multiple locations brought 
together by the wonder of online connection, as audiences for 
our Dragon Ladies Don't Weep panel conversation event and our 
Hi-Viz Practice Exchange joined from far and wide across 
Australia and the globe from places as diverse as the Blue 
Mountains, Tamworth, the Gold Coast and Singapore.

Audiences

Hi-Viz Totals
108 Melbourne, VIC 
15 Sydney, NSW
7 Castlemaine, VIC
3 Canberra, ACT
3 Mornington Peninsula, VIC
2 Blue Mountains, NSW
2 Geelong, VIC
2 Brisbane, QLD
2 Adelaide, SA
2 Hobart, TAS
1 Newcastle, NSW 
1 Tamworth, NSW
1 Gold Coast, NSW
1 Ballarat, VIC 
1 Macedon Ranges, VIC 
1 Mackay, QLD 
1 Perth, WA 
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All of our work is made possible by the creative, 
fruitful, collaborative relationships we are 
fortunate to have with development and 
presentation partners. We include in this 
section also the funding partners who 
contribute so substantially to helping us make 
work and build artform initiatives. In 2021 we 
came into a first time presenting partnership 
with Collingwood Yards; we worked closely 
from afar with CultureLink and Esplanade – 
Theatres on the Bay in Singapore with a work 
that was made possible by our relationship with 
Asia TOPA and Arts Centre Melbourne;  

we continued longstanding and deeply valued 
presentation and development relationships 
with The Substation, Experimenta and Arts 
House; we were supported by Rising Festival, 
the Playking Foundaton, Helen Macpherson 
Smith Trust, Besen Family Foundation, Robert 
Salzer Foundation, Creative Victoria, the 
Australia Council for the Arts and internationally 
by National Arts Council Singapore; our work 
was recognised by esteemed industry entities 
APRA AMCOS, the Green Room Awards 
Association and Music Theatre NOW.

Partners
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We are supported by a remarkable group of 
individuals who value the arts and in particular 
the work that Chamber Made fosters and 
creates. Private donations are the lifeblood of 
our work, and some of our key artist and artform 
development initiatives wouldn’t happen 
without the small and large donations provided 
by these company friends. 

Of equal value to the financial contributions, are 
the ways in which our donors engage with our 
work. We see them regularly at events such as 
Little Operations, Salons and during the seasons 
of new work presentations. We see them engage 
online and share our work on social media and 
with their own friends and family. We are 
gratified by the small gestures of phone calls and 
emails from donors to congratulate our artists 
and to let us know the ways in which our work 
stays with them.

Donations of all amounts are welcomed and 
valued. Donors who give amounts of $5,000 or 
more are recognised as Co-Commissioning 

Donors of nominated new works and projects. 
Those who give amounts of $10,000 are 
recognised as singular Commissioning Donors  
of nominated new works and projects.

In 2021 our Donors contributed in a significant 
way to our core programs Hi-Viz Practice 
Exchange, Little Operations and Orange House 
by the Sea Artist Residency. In a year where 
opportunities for artists to develop work and to 
be in the same space together were few and far 
between, this support was appreciated more 
than ever.

Please visit the support page on our website for 
more information about becoming a Donor or 
contact our Executive Producer Kylie McRae 
directly to discuss. 

Donors

‘We get so much pleasure and nourishment from 
supporting one of Australia’s most original arts 
organisations.’

—HELEN SYMON QC AND IAN LULHAM
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‘Chamber Made events enthral me as 
I know I will always be challenged by 

their innovative combinations of 
performance, sound and music.’

Eugene Schlusser
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Media
1,916  
Facebook Followers

1,934  
Twitter Followers

1,116 
Instagram Followers

1,411 
E-news Subscribers
A total of nine eNews 
communications sent out to 1,411 
subscribers (increase from 1,380 
in 2020) with an average open 
rate of 37.49%.

11,751 
Website Users
Including: 33,109 Page Views,  
15,155  Sessions, 89.4% New 
Visitors, 10.6% Returning  
Visitors in 2021.

6 Radio Interviews

14 Online Features

‘Held at the Esplanade Theatre Studio from 1 to 4 Apr, her latest 
sold-out production Dragon Ladies Don’t Weep combines spoken 
and recorded text, projected images, and original music for 
instruments such as the toy piano, toys and percussion. The show 
offers a portrait of Tan as an icon of new music, and it also explores 
themes such as memory, time, control and loss.’ 

—A-LIST SINGAPORE

‘A colourful 50-minute suite for prepared piano, toy piano, toys, 
and percussion, the panel adored this standout choice for its 
wonderful concept, engaging composition and ever-present 
humour. The work absorbs ideas and influences from a number  
of Leng Tan's historical collaborators but showcases Griswold's 
strong individual voice as a composer with nods to their shared 
affinity for Chinese music. A collaboration across three 
continents, the involvement of these international artists has 
enriched the cultural language of Dragon Ladies Don't Weep, 
drawing out references from Leng Tan's childhood in Singapore, 
her adult life in New York, and placing them in a larger Asia-
Pacific context. The result is a moving and dramatic work,  
unique in content, form and execution.’

—AUSTRALIAN MUSIC CENTRE

@witnessperform 20 June 
‘In a fascinating glimpse behind the scenes, @EmilieCollyer traces 
the multiple collaborations behind @ChamberMadeOrg’s bold 
new work , SYSTEM_ERROR'

@amy_hanley 30 June 
Excellent sneak peek - excited for the show!

@halliejrs 24 August 
Congratulations Biddy! Sounds like a fascinating area of research!

@rubikscollective 9 September 
Congratulations all, this was such a beautiful work 

@Asia_TOPA 10 September 
Congratulations to the incredible team behind Dragon Ladies Don’t 
Weep, who have just won the APRA AMCOS AWARD for Work 
of the Year: Dramatic!

@Theatre Works  ·14 December  
So well deserved congratulations Chamber Made and the whole 
amazing team that delivered such an amazing memorable production
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Supporters & Partners
MAJOR DONORS  (Donations over $1,000)

TRUSTS & FOUNDATIONS

GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

Chamber Made is a proud member of the Australian Music Centre and Theatre Network Australia

Photographs by: Pier Carthew, Pia Johnson, Sarah Walker, Georgia Quinn, Emilie Collyer

Jennika Anthony-Shaw & Matthew Hoy, Michael Bink & Jenny O'Connor, Rosemary Forbes & Ian Hocking,  
Mike Josephson & Rod Macneil, Sue Kirkham, Helen & Peter Murdoch, Jo Porter & Michael Nossal, 
Meredith Rogers, Helen Symon QC & Ian Lulham

OTHER DONORS (Donations up to $999)

Nathan Black, Lydia Dobbin, Petra Kalive & Tim Stitz, Margaret Leggatt & Eugene Schlusser, Margaret Plant, 
Freya Waterson, Anonymous (3)

BUSINESS PARTNERS

Angus Kemp Videography Rare Jem Studio

PROJECT PARTNERS
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